
PLEASE STAND BY FOR REAL TIME CAPTIONS.Thank you for this bring 2020 virtual meeting. We have 
under two minutes before we get started. 

 
Once again hello everyone and welcome to the virtual meeting. We have a jampacked schedule for you 
today. My name is Kelly Seifert. For our DLC chair Mary Clark kicks us off I just want to give you a few 
logistics. There is one URL today. Come and go as you please or feel free to join us for the entire 
afternoon. In the email you received with your access there's a link to open closed captioning in a 
second window if you need that. You can download handouts and slides from our event page. Click on 
the box that says spring virtual meeting to access all of that. Many times throughout the afternoon that 
you have questions or comments feel free to chat those in the chat box. For those participating using a 
desktop or laptop specifically there will be opportunities for you to verbally ask questions and make 
comments if your computer's microphone is enabled. We sent out instructions about that in your email 
and we will provide those instructions later. We are recording the meeting today. Everyone who 
registered will receive access to that recording, access to the handout and or postevent evaluation. 
Finally, we are live tweeting the event using hashtag DLC virtual 2020. We hope you will post pictures 
and tag as well. Now I will handed over to Mary Clark. 

 
Thank you Kelly. Hello everyone welcome to the 2020 virtual spring library Council meeting. I'm Mary 
Clark from the Library of Virginia and Tara from the library Council. I now call this meeting to order. 
That's my coffee cup. Thank you all for joining us online today it's the COVID-19 outbreak. I'm hoping 
those of you who are participating from libraries, homes, offices, and safe places will enjoy this 
opportunity to share in the business of our common interest in keeping America informed. During this 
abbreviated meeting from GPO content management unit. The library Council will report out. We will 
have an open form where you will be able to share your best thoughts about working in this challenging 
time. Now I'd like to introduce the members of the library Council. Eric back, California State University 
Sacramento. Jane Canfield, pontifical Catholic University of Paris go. Gregory Chris, University of Maine. 
Alicia Kuba's. University of Minnesota Twin Cities and the incoming chair of counsel. Selena McDonald, 
University of Maryland College Park Stephen Parks state library and Mississippi law library. Marianne 
Ryan Loyola University Chicago. Robbie Siddle, University of North Texas. Yvonne Williams, meant this 
public library. Morris they are Texas a and M and will Stringfellow Vanderbilt University. I want to thank 
them for their service, their hard work and thoughtful participation in our monthly calls and our working 
groups. One of the great traditions of our library meetings is counsel calisthenics. When we meet in 
person this exercise is done so all the attendees can get a visual picture and there are usually a number 
of questions involving a lot of standing up and sitting down. Since were meeting virtually will conduct 
our exercises via polls. Due to her abbreviated format we will have only two polls. Kelly, would you 
introduce the polls to our participants? 

 
We were see where you are today. On a computer and sorry for on a tablet or phone. In the upper left 
corner of your screen towards the top is a gray menubar. The leftmost option on that menubar is an 
arrow that points to the right. Click on the arrow for once to activate the pointer. Click your location. If 
you click the map and no arrow appears make sure you click on the pointer tool wants. If you click it 
twice you'll turn it off again. Look at all these participants. 

 
[No Audio] 

 
They keep coming in. Just let me know when you're ready for the next. Mary, can you hear us? Mary 
Clark, can you hear us? Hello can you hear us? 

 



This is Lori. I can hear your quite a few people in here you. There's some people say they can't. I can 
hear Mary. She may have dropped off. 

 
I see you're using your poll here. Shall we wait for Mary's audio to reconcile? How do you like to 
proceed? 

 
This is the poll that tells us were everyone is. Are we waiting for results of this. The map was first an 
hour and ask what types of libraries you work in. 

 
Still see people for what type of depository they work in. There's a list of where you are from. Will 
gather those in trying get Mary on. Folks, or waiting for Mary I see you've been on the screen we can 
also fill out the poll and let us know what type of depository are in. Everyone can view them more easily. 
Everyone, looks like the polling is just about done. We will close that off. Thank you. It's wrapping up the 
results will display momentarily. It's good to see so many people from so we places. Especially all across 
the U.S. for some people are still in the early morning hours waking up to be with us at this meeting at 1 
o'clock. Thanks everyone. Here are the results. To keep us on track with her schedule Lori, would you 
like to move forward maybe one of our other members can email or call Mary to let her know what no 
longer hearing her. 

 
That sounds like a plan. The publishing office. This is his first talk an introduction to the library 
community. I want to welcome him and I hope you will welcome him as well. Do you want to take it 
over? 

 
Thank you. Thank you Lori for that nice introduction. Hopefully Mary will join us here shortly. I'm have 
you have a few minutes to help everyone kickoff today's meeting. This meeting was intended to have a 
virtual component were all getting used to gathering the Internet conference even on those times we 
wish we could physically be together. As Lori mentioned this is my first meeting with the DLC and all of 
you as director of GPL. As most of you know I came to GPL after a long career on Capitol Hill where I was 
one of GPL's customers. Want to thank the library community for supporting my nomination and 
enabling my speed your confirmation. Having completed my first few months as director I'm learning a 
lot about the needs of the library community under F DLP customers and partners. I'm impressed by the 
work you will do to make sure your patrons are the ultimate customers. This week is national Library 
week where we request contributions of libraries whether the F DLP or not. Even though your doors 
maybe close your patrons can still find a place with you through your virtual and online services. Under 
the able direction of superintendent Hall GPO Stan is ready to help you help your patrons get the 
information they need whether it's on the current pandemic, congresses response, the census, or other 
important government programs. Were continuing that work of keeping America informed during this 
period of disruption. GPL has recently experienced the pandemic up close. We had our first diagnosed 
cases in the death over the weekend. While we mourn for a colleague or as committed as ever to our 
mission. Most of Ella CMS teleworking should the agency. Were running reduce shifts to ensure vital 
documents like the Congressional record and the register are available electronically with limited print 
runs. Stopped asserting materials. Were planning to make sure we can resume these when things open 
up again are planning how we can freeze operations when were able. Will depend on you are F DLP 
partners to help your patrons access our material. Were here to help you complete that mission. 
Personally and working with everyone on GPL to modernize her modern nation while we are not 
physically in our building. Long-overdue improvements we use to produce congressional documents for 
the eschatological potential to revolutionize our work. It also gives Congress the opportunity to really 
form the documents and update the documents for the 21st century to the digital age. Thank you for all 



you do to support F DLP and the GPL. Thank you to all the DLC members for their important work on 
behalf of the community. I look forward to hearing about your discussions and recommendations for 
GPL. Thank you again, stay safe and healthy and enjoy the conference. 

 
Thank you. I just want to say for the record, [Indiscernible] has only been with us since mid-December 
and I really appreciate his leadership during this crisis. He has held our executive team and all of our 
employees and team members together it has been remarkable. Miscommunications have been 
wonderful. And just made sure we've gotten so many things accomplished I just want to thank him for 
the community for being that kind of leader we can all look up to. Thank you Hugh. It's been incredible. 
We had to deal some pretty tough things lately but you've been there and I appreciate it. And of the 
community does and the staff at GPO does as well. Thanks again.  

 
So I guess this is me. Thank you a good board to this letter in the Midwest and on the West Coast and 
good afternoon for there's on the East Coast. And the superintendent. Is will the managing director of 
library services. I come from my office spare bedroom and I know many of you are listening in from your 
basements, kitchen table, dining room table and I'm so glad you found the time to join us today. I want 
to extend my thoughts to you and your family. I hope you're all doing well and staying healthy during 
these trying times. I also want to extend my thanks to you and your staff members. In the face of this 
worldwide crisis you are stepping up, continuing and expanding services and doing your best to serve 
your patron in new and creative ways. Now more than ever your communities need access to reliable 
government information they can trust and you are there to meet the challenge head on. And Alice CM 
were doing our best keep our operations moving and are services moving. 70 one of our AV eight staff 
members are working remotely and have been doing so since early mid-March to continue to provide 
you with tools you need to serve your communities. A few of the staff members have been handling 
incoming material in a warehouse is and other staff have been processing census material and 
emergency FEMA materials for distribution throughout the U.S. It has been a chaotic few months for us 
and for all of you as well we've managed to stay -- I speak for all of us one I say were happy to serve you 
remotely and were great to be able to gather today. I encourage you to share your thoughts and make 
your comments known with each session today and to collaborate on issues on F DLP. This year is our 
ninth year broadcasting virtual events in those nine years we have welcomed over 13,000 virtual 
attendees to many of our FDLP Academy events. Now, more than ever it's essential for us to work 
together in this way. In late March we made the decision for the spring DLC meeting to offer the events 
and connects this to one afternoon. Working with the DLC on trying to figure out the best option for this 
meeting. We made the changes due to the effects and interruptions of the what regular operations and 
remote working conditions we are all facing. We thought it would be best for everyone at the time is 
your gently different workflows added responsibilities at home and unfamiliar work environments. We 
intend to offer the programs we had originally planned for the spring DLC meeting through the F DLP 
Academy is webinars in the coming months. Look for there's news alerts. We are a few already 
scheduled. Remember, if you have just a way to answer a work email let the dog out, handle a crying 
baby or a whiny spouse, kids school Simon or to let the dog back in this event is being recorded. You 
missed something you can go back and listen to sessions at a later date. I want to thank the GPO staff 
members Ashley, and Corey and her staff member or Wildermuth vendor for going the extra mile to 
keep the technology going. One thing we always take very seriously is our feedback from you. Please 
know that when you complete the postevent evaluation will carefully analyze and use this data for 
planning future events. After the meeting receive an email with a link to the recording of the session and 
a link to the meeting evaluation. Please take a few minutes to complete that form for us. As Kelly 
mentioned to were live tweeting, the hashtag is DLC virtual 20. We have gone some photos from you 
and your new work environments. Please continue to send those to us so we can post them and 



highlight them on FDLP.gov. We missing you at the meeting. We like to see the photos of your faces and 
smile. In just a few minutes you will hear about the updates of the great work that is still happening in 
LSCM. We also have a handout as Kelly mentioned to you. You can download it from the virtual meeting 
page. Encourage you take a look at that to see what would been up to since the fall DLC meeting. On 
behalf of my entire staff and thank all of you for your continued hard work and dedication. Especially in 
these trying times. I will be online all day. Please submit any questions you have. Thank you for spending 
your valuable time to stay. Now I think we're gonna try to go back to Mary. If not, pass back to Kelly. 

 
How am I doing now? Whatever. It's working now. I'm going to start talking. Thank you Lori. I had such a 
nice brief introduction for him. He's her 28th director since 1861. Now it's time for counsel business. 
Mary Clark. Back from the brink. Would take minutes for standing items of counsel business. If you all 
will bear with us and listen to the formalities of some of what we do. Counsel made to 
recommendations and offered one commendation to the director of GPO. You can find these on the 
counsel page of F DLP.gov. Our first order of business is to review and improve the minutes from the 
depository library Council meeting conducted during the October 2019 federal depository meeting in 
Arlington Virginia. Counsel, have you have the opportunity to review the minutes. You can raise your 
hand or say I. Are there any additions or corrections that need to be made? Okay. Hearing none I move 
that the minutes of the fall counsel meeting are approved. Do I have a second? I think Alisha raised her 
hands.  

 
Yes. 

 
Thank you Alicia. All in favor of approving the minutes, I? All opposed? I think the motion to approve the 
minutes has been passed. Our second order of business is to elect the secretary for the June 2020, May 
2021 counsel. The secretary prepares and distributes the minutes of each meeting to the members of 
DLC. And the designated federal officer GPO. The minutes included attendance role, a summary of 
topics covered, discussion, itemization of any decisions or recommendations made were actions to be 
taken. The secretary coordinates the federal officer to ensure all required records of the deal see and 
any subcommittees are maintained and publicly accessible. The secretary also records information 
exchange during monthly conference calls crows, counsel and various members. Are there any 
nominations for Secretary? 

 
Hello Mary this is Alicia. I would like to nominate Rick for Secretary. 

 
Okay. Thank you. Rick Mikulski of the University of Portland has been nominated for the position of 
secretary of the depository library Council. Are there any other nominees? All right. Since there are no 
other nominees if there's no objection the nominations are closed. There being no other candidates I 
asked the Council to affirm secretary. Please check. Okay. I believe Rick has been affirmed as a new 
secretary of the federal depository counsel. Congratulations. Thank you for agreeing to serve on the 
Council in this capacity. This concludes our counsel business. Now I'd like to welcome Lori Hall back. It's 
the library services and content management update. Thank you. 

 
Thank you everyone. Today we are going to have our staff present some brief information updates on 
key projects we have been working on. They will be coming in the next minute or two. Just wanted to 
give you a few things about what's going on now. Had mentioned our staff is working remotely. We are 
continuing to administer the four programs and we are all available to answer questions, consult with 
you, attend meetings, write reports, and provide information. Just a reminder, the first couple weeks we 
all had memories of government shutdowns where things were not working. We were not able to do 



work. It was a totally new thing for us where we actually all were working at home full time. All of our 
systems were up and running and there's very few things that we are not doing at this time. Were not 
distributing any material at this time. When you hear something from the updates you will realize we're 
doing a lot of things that we haven't gotten around to enter numbers or other roof. I just wanted to tell 
you to remind you that we are continuing and the work we're doing in many areas continues. I want give 
you a little bit of information about our budget. It's allowing us are appropriate funds are allowing us to 
continue project like digitization, running the F DLP exchange, doing live guides and all the other 
projects you hear about in a minute. Were starting her 2021 budget process. We submitted our budget 
proposal to the hill. Were pretty much at flat funding like we've been before with some marginal 
increases to cover our FTE or number staff and cost-of-living raises etc. The staffing levels are rising. We 
have 100 appropriate FG's. We have 88 staff on board at GPO. We have four contractors were hoping to 
bring back remotely and the next couple of we's. There have been a fair amount of job stains on USA 
jobs and there's more to come. Were trying our best during this time to fill positions that we have 
vacant. That's a little bit of a challenge when you have to on board someone remotely. We have a new 
employee that they were introduced you that has gone through that process. It's a challenge. We are 
working as best we can and one of the things we had scheduled for the spring virtual meeting is 
salesforce implementation. And that's gonna be scheduled as a webinar coming up in May. From my 
perspective things are working as smoothly as possible. We all miss each other as many of you missing 
your callings and being under institution and go to the office but I have to say the team has been very 
resilient and very proud of the competence and achievements we have done in the last four, five -- 
actually, six weeks. When a turn it over to Cindy who's gonna talk a little bit about our strategic effort. 
Cindy, take it away.  

 
Hi everyone. Thank you for joining us today. On a tell you a little bit about some strategic directions that 
we are taking. We are developing strategy framework for the national collection of public information. 
The strategic framework or if you want to look at it as a blueprint it will drive our priorities and the work 
we do and actions we take. We've been operating under access government information and that was 
hard to believe. It was more than four years now. A lot of things have changed and believe accomplished 
or things are in process of being worked on for about 70 percent of the action items we had in the 
national plan. It was time. We start look forward again. We were developing a strategy framework 
document. It's for the national collection of U.S. government public information. That's the overarching 
umbrella for this framework. We all have touch points the national collection whether it's acquiring 
content providing access for you and your libraries and helping your users find the information they 
need the framework is the direction we're going and the national collection is going to be the umbrella. 

 
There some things from the national plan we have carried over. Our mission and vision are still the 
same. Provide government information. The national collection here is how we been describing the 
national collection. A geographically dispersed corpus and federal government information regardless of 
format or medium. Anything produced by federal employees or paid for with federal funds we share this 
definition with people before. Just as a reminder. Here's what I've been doing. I made this into a little 
puzzle. Strategic themes. We are going to enrich, expand, and engage. We want to enrich the national 
collections. We want to expand access to services and partnerships and collaboration and we want to 
engage the depository community with federal agencies in general public and other stakeholders we 
have. To achieve the vision we have to enrich the national collection content. The national collection will 
be further enriched as we expand access and partnerships and engage with all of our stakeholders and 
primarily the depository libraries because you are so much a part of all this. Some sampling of objectives 
were looking at for enriching to expand and engaging. We continue to digitize. Were looking to identify 
fugitives. We want to increase digital content providers. You want to expand what were doing and 



cataloging. Make cataloging records were available. We are also looking at the pilot projects we've been 
doing. It's a new service model. You will hear more about that as time goes on. We want to engage. Do 
some outreach with agencies and work with them and a way to help them enrich our national collection. 
Another carryover from the national plan is user center. You can see the lifecycle management there. 
There touch with depository libraries and every one of those in place there. It's very important we know 
what your needs are and how we can support what you are doing. It's dynamic and innovative and 
strategic services to support your needs so you can provide accurate and timely government 
information to your users. Now I'm going to turn it over. Good afternoon everyone. This is 
[Indiscernible] and I will give you updates on the technical services. The national collection framework 
provides a nice context for LPS work. Seems the conference last year has continued our work to make 
publications available to the depository libraries. Federal agencies and the American people the event 
creating metadata to provide access to digitized historical content. Content through document 
discovery, fugitives, archiving, as well as other content partnerships and collaborations. LPS staff 
members have participated in the pre-pilot projects and are adding reservations in the catalog of U.S. 
government publication. CGP for short. And producing records that based off specific requirements and 
posting them on github to meet the different needs of our depository libraries. We are continuing our 
efforts to streamline our work process and apply creative methods for metadata generations such as 
taking advantage of API for metadata exchange between [Indiscernible] and the CGP. Before I highlight 
our work I like to introduce our new and promoted team members. So are supervisor and library for a 
new serious team. Abby McDermitt. Correction development librarian. Oksana Osborne. Ministry of 
librarian for geographic control. Michael joined the GPO about a month ago on March 16th after having 
served as a metadata librarian for County library specializing in series cataloging. It's library information 
science from the Institute. Michael was one of our new GPO employees who were on board it virtually 
due to COVID-19 pandemic. All the training and meetings have been virtually. He's eager to meet other 
staff and oversee them in person. Abigail McDermitt goes by Abby. Started her position with the GPL in 
January of this year. She received her [Indiscernible] with a concentration in the government and federal 
documents from University of Maryland. She joined Megan our collection development librarian in 
conducting collection department activities for the FDLP and logging and indexing program. She will 
engage in collection management and will be working closely with our preservation library and our 
outreach librarian to provide collection assessment and either services to depository libraries. Oksana 
Osborne is a technical services librarian has been promoted to the data integrity and geographic control 
library. Since she joined the GPL she has grown to be a subject matter expert in [Indiscernible] in all 
formats and has taking on increasingly small debility such as being the chair for LPS study groups and 
helping with authority quality control. Congratulations Oksana. Now I'll give you updates on the 
following projects. Thanks to the great work LPS staff has done. So for Congressional research for this 
report. I like to take this opportunity to thank the DLC for commending us in the 420 for our 
collaboration with the [Indiscernible] Congress to catalog CIS reports and distributing the cataloging 
record. It's discoverable on the variety of platforms. To make active reports accessible to the FDL P and 
the American people. At mid April this year staff members have a catalog of over 4000 200 separate and 
unique reports. This is approximately 54 percent of all reports available on the CIS reports Congress site. 
We have prioritize reports concerning COVID-19 and coronavirus. Many records are now available in the 
CGP. A separate proposal has been submitted to LC for COVID-19 disease as of labor of Congress subject 
heading. Now I would like to talk about the reports from the library of Congress. The Library of Congress 
and GPO are collaborating on multiyear project to digitize and catalog thousands of historical legal 
reports. Members of the law library wrote this report on foreign, comparative, and international law 
issues for Congress and other federal agencies. They posted a description of the project and report on 
their blog. Recently, it made available the first batch of 250 reports through the publications of the law 
will record the GPO developed the processing and cataloging plan. The law library creates a record for 



each report and our staff enhances and completes the records in CGP. These records will be made 
available on the CGP repository. As we test and finalize cataloging workflow for the first batch of records 
we will resolve issues that come up during the process and incorporate processing. As the law library 
makes more digitized historical reports available we will add more cataloging records to the CGP and the 
CGP repository. It's records available in several ways. One is a CGP github site. CGP is a location where 
users may download records. CGP based on criteria. CGP records contain descriptive information for 
historical and current publications and provide direct links to those that are available online. Records 
produced by GPO staff need national and international standards such as RDA and [Indiscernible]. And 
include GPL historic shelf project geographic records and other perspective records. So far the records 
says available on the repository the CGP mock records. These are the six monthly sets of new and 
updated catalog records. In this collection American Indian and native Hawaiians subject to big 
resources. Online version records of item numbers. It's a record set for COVID-19 viruses resource. 
These sets contain a geographic record of 181 publications on COVID-19 and coronavirus, this by GPO 
staff as April 17th. Some of the records are polymerizing records. Linking directly to the online 
resources. It's UTF-8 and XML. It will be tested and created for posting. Related policies and procedures 
are being discussed and developed. Were collaborating with our librarians to provide pair a tutorial that 
explains how to download the github files in various ways to use the files. It's a tutorial on FDLP.gov in 
the near future. Now I'd like to say few words to our GPO cataloging guideline. We will continue to 
update GPO guidelines. The following revisions have been made thanks to catalog policy and 
documentation committee. The chapter on cataloging general Martha policies has incorporated some 
major changes. The text was added to follow plainly which.gov principles to make the text easy-to-read. 
Recorded GPO sales information and geographic records from these include staff members or general 
sands related. LPS staff will continue to record [Indiscernible] by GPO sales programs and the 
distribution statement in the publication. We also discontinued the use of brackets for information 
provided by software. Instead we will use approximately. That's more user-friendly. Before in my 
presentation I would like to mention that during this challenging time due to COVID-19 depository 
distribution and LPS staff continue to process, print congressional publications and Federal Register's. 
Are depository staff at the Maryland distribution facility are working on unlimited basis to process 
[Indiscernible]. Locations are being placed in depository boxes to be shipped later. GPO is continuing to 
hold shipments and claims in light of library closures. However, you and your patrons still have access to 
updated government on info and the CGP. Thank you very much. That's end of my presentation. I'm now 
going to turn it to Suzanne. 

 
As [Indiscernible] said I will be sharing an update on what's new and upcoming. In January released the 
digitize government manual from the first issue in 1935 information of the manual includes legislative 
authority programs, activities, and a brief history of each agency and agency contact information. This 
digitized version completes the government question were already available. To partner digitize items 
are available transportation plans and implementation in order report for May 1975 is digitized by Boise 
State University. For the GM counter used the BNL sampler was digitized by the Washington State 
Library for an it addition to newly publicized or great content such as the FY 21 budget there's also a golf 
info page the post together documents to the recent impeachment. The national Institute of standards 
and technology is continuing to add new titles and the team put together a list of notable miss titles. We 
have fueled dissertations in the works. Early in the process are test borders to digitize 9000 more 
congressional hearings in what we're calling the task order. This is the monthly catalog the 99 checklist 
and other indexes we all used to identify and locate historic location once these test orders are 
underway will turn our attention to congressional prints staff at large and congressional directory. We 
have been inventorying assessments under tangible volumes, staff at large and congressional 
directories. Our collaboration with the law library to digitize make [Indiscernible] continuing as well. As 



you can imagine it will be a multiyear process but there are 15,735 volumes and 12 million pages. The 
law Library of Congress is inventorying and digitizing a serial set will GPO is focused on metadata 
collection and replacement volumes by the law library. Digitalization beginner fall and will continue for 
some time. As it continues the list of needed volumes will grow so please regularly check our needs list 
on the FDLP. We need your help to ensure all volumes are digitized. LSC and staff are working together 
for metadata on each volume as well as the individual reports and documents. We are utilizing the 
checklist and other produced indexes, the University of North Texas, Washington University and 
information from the college booster. Additionally staff are gathering our record sets. If you know of 
other other community metadata resources please let us know. We will continue to share updates as 
the project moves forward. I will now move on into the partnership update. Since October three 
libraries have made the commitment to serve as preservation starts. Want University is pervert 
deserving estate papers and other 19th-century types. The State Library of Pennsylvania is preserving 
other publications. Finally, the University of North Texas is in quite a bit of collection including the serial 
set, the monthly catalog, Bureau of ethnology bulletin, various warrior military manuals, territorial 
papers in the U.S. and comic and color books. There are a few titles getting very close to geographically 
preservation's. About congressional record meets the preservation stored in the Northeast at the serial 
set. The handbook needs a preservation in the Midwest. While the CFR needs preservation's in the West 
and Northeast. U.S. code needs preservation in the South and Northeast. And the congressional records 
processors needs preservation stewards in the Northeast and South. Needs preservation stewards in the 
Northeast and Midwest. If you have any of these titles and reflection please consider becoming a 
preservation stewards. The Donald E pray library has joined us with digital axis for the partner. The 
library digitize documents from serial set publishing 19th-century that were related to Native Americans. 
These documents include reports of executive departments, government-funded or other independent 
organizations. Be sure to check out this great resource and director patrons to as well. Finally, there's 
more information on our wonderful partners on the partnership page of FDL P.gov. We would like to talk 
to you about library projects, your collections and any ideas you may have the become a partnership. 
Things over to Kelly. 

 
Hi everyone. This is me and mine to new coworkers. I miss my GPO coworkers because these new 
coworkers are much louder and messier and they were absolutely no help in preparing anything for this 
virtual meeting. Shut up to my old coworkers. I'm going to talk to you today about the FDLP Academy. 
As you can see we continue to have this wonderful stream of webinars and webcasts and thankfully, we 
have a lot of interest in this session. We for your interest even more during the pandemic. Registration 
and persist participation are up. And that cause us to add to the number of webinars. Just yesterday, I 
sent out a FDLP news alert . If you didn't see that hop on over to the FDLP homepage and you will see 
that latest alert. What's more is Laura called mentioned he rescheduled all the sessions that were 
supposed to be presented as webinars during this virtual meeting and stay tuned for upcoming 
announcements about those in the registrations coming out. Census 2020 session is scheduled for May 
28th. Presidential in the age of 20 or is June second. It's differential privacy and regional action will be 
June 24th. They haven't been announced yet but they will be in the coming week's. As always, please 
visit our training repository. There's a huge collection of archive sessions that have been presented and 
those brief educational webcasts are available there as well. My next topic is FDL P promotion. As you 
can imagine it's difficult to develop new informational resources especially those tangible products. We 
are all really focused on meeting the basic needs of our customers from afar and logistically trying to 
picture and deliver and distribute products is impossible. While we're in the midst of this odd limo we 
have been working with other creative ways to help you and your peak shins virtually. First we had been 
focusing on the COVID-19 toolkit for Federal depository libraries. Of course, the amount of information 
on this keeps growing. We expanded from what we had on the home page each what we are calling 



snack at fat efforts. They grew so much so we develop this toolkit. In the toolkit if you have not checked 
it out there are resources specifically for FDLP staff like updates on GPO administration and is also 
reliable government information resources for patrons on the pandemic and there's a few infographics 
and images you can download to use on your own website and social media if you want to point for 
patrons to any of this COVID-19 information. We're currently adding to the toolkit is more more 
information becomes available. Was daily add something to it. We are still making available or 2020 
census resources's. On our page there under promotion we have resources from the Census Bureau, LA, 
and our own resources. As I mentioned, we have upcoming webinars relate to the 2020 census so we 
will add those to the page as well. Website Wednesday is a feature that we started this winter and we 
want to provide some helpful tips for improving your libraries online presence. We tried to get weekly. 
We've got lots of ideas to share as we work with individual libraries and whose everyone website. Right 
now with us a lot. Our all working remotely and this is odd times it's a great time to review 
[Indiscernible] and see what you can apply to your library's website. Of course this week is national 
Library week. At the national Library which all of you. We are showcasing the FDLP as well as FDLP 
homepage. Check that out if you haven't seen today. It's not too late to send in your photos of your 
coworkers working remotely. Would love to showcase you. You can send that to my email which is at 
the very end of the slide deck with everyone else's. If you want, as I mentioned earlier today post 
pictures of yourself and use our hashtag virtual 20 and tag at U.S. GPO. I've gotten a lot of great national 
Library peak submission so far. Utah State University and Tennessee State University. Thank you for 
those. We are featuring all of you. Finally, for some upcoming efforts we are putting together a webcast 
on developing your library unique promotional strategy. That's gonna guide you in how you can look at 
your own community, your own patron, your own strength in your library and use that to develop your 
own strategy. We are working on a new classification poster. With the old one but our new one has 
been updated. With a complete list of codes there with examples. I can't picture that just yet. We are 
working on Constitution Day preparations. As usual or trying to do our distribution of online resources 
and we have begun working on that and were trying to figure out how we can work to get all those 
constitutions because were in a time of uncertainty. Stay tuned for information about that. I will note 
pass it over to Ashley. 

 
Hello everyone. I'm going talk to you today -- for starters here's my assistance. That pictures the second 
Cabot takes naps around my feet. To talk to you today about Federal depository library. For those that 
don't know about it the pineal survey is a mechanism where GPO fill their obligation title 44 to assess 
the conditions of libraries every two years. Libraries have been filling the survey out since the 1940s. The 
pineal survey closed on November 18th. With a 95 percent response rate at the time of closing. GPO 
staff are following up and in most cases it's not too surprising. What we find out is there's been a staff 
turnover at the library and the new staff are unaware there's a survey to fill out. We work with them to 
get the survey submitted after the fact. I reached out have reached out to libraries based on how they 
responded to certain questions. Example, if they said they may leave FDLP that's a red flag so we want 
to reach out to those libraries. Internally, they have done some preliminary analysis on questions that 
affect GPO operations. Several of the survey questions asked about cataloging operations that are in 
your libraries. We compile that data and send it over to our technical services unit. As needed for 
summary analysis certain responses have been coded. There was a question that asked about the size of 
your paper collection. We left that field as an open text field. You could enter the data or the response 
in whatever format was the easiest. In linear feet or an account of the titles. We could listed in inches if 
you wanted to. What we ended up doing is coded that responses using some sort of consistent standard 
so we can analyze and report out the trends we're seeing in collection sizes. We've done all that work. 
We have created reports for each state or region. What we did in those reports is compiled responses 
for each library by region. Kansas has a report for all the deposit was in Kansas. Illinois has one for all the 



element point depositories. Mailing, Delaware and DC has a report because there region. You get the 
idea. Those reports will sent out to each regional library to help them review the operations in that 
particular region. As you can imagine it might be daunting to review individual library submissions for 
each of the selective libraries in a region a fee of 60 or 70 libraries in your region. We hope that by 
compiling the data together in one place to make the regional job a little easier. It will be uploaded 
along with the preview the questions. Or vinyl survey photos be up loaded over time. Up next though 
LSM staff are working on summarizing the survey data. Instead of our normal summary report were 
looking at a larger project. It summarizes the conditions in library as you've reported in the 2019 survey. 
We want to enhance it by adding additional information like some of our up to rations for site visits. And 
the recent interactions with had with you all. Are gone doing that is to provide a more robust analysis of 
the conditions in Federal depository libraries. I'm handing it over to Melissa. 

 
Everyone. I want to apologize. My dogs are barking today. If you hear them in the background I 
apologize. When you talk a couple of projects I've been working on. First is regional card policy. As you 
probably already know there governed by the U.S. code and the superintendent documents is allowed 
to authorize what can and can't be discarded by regionals. Until 1915 these included superseded 
publications, issues that were later released or and another tangible format. In July of 2015 policy was 
improved that expanded the criteria. So now the basic requirements for regionals to discard include the 
historical criteria plus if a publication has digital equivalent uncovered info with the seal of authenticity 
it's been held and there's a minimum of four tangible copies create graphically dispersed. Another 
reason to get more preservation stewards in. Once this happens the superintendent of documents will 
authorize or invite regionals to discarded title. At that point region will apply sending request sing they 
would like to discarded. It's in compliance with all the agreements they have shared regional agreement, 
selective housing, it's like that. The superintendent of documents will authorize a region to discard the 
titles and once that happens they must be offered the exchange for selective review and national 
review. For more information you can go to the website. I can put the link in the chat. Currently, with 
two eligible titles. 79 volumes of the public papers and 20 volumes of the United States statute's. To 
date the public papers have been discarded by to regionals and statute that large. Next you want to talk 
about FDLP guides which is ramping up right now as all of you are looking for resource to help your 
patrons remotely. We are looking for resources to help you help your patrons remotely and this seems 
to be a good way to do it. First off I want to apologize to anyone who has sent a request or a 
[Indiscernible] in last couple weeks. There was a glitch with spring share and they weren't notifying us 
that anything had been submitted. We went and fixed it. Anyone who is something I plan on having all 
those up by the end of the week. A little background on FDLP websites. With three different types of 
guides. We have FDLP information which is exactly what it sounds like. It's information for running your 
depository. It's tips for new depository for Nader's. Subject guides, are made up of subjects we have 
both guides created by GPO and the community. Those are all in their. And then we have hot topics. 
That's something we just recently started doing and will grouping together a guide that are of current 
interest people. We are focusing on that a lot. Trying to get things on coronavirus on activities people 
can do while nursing home education, hobbies recreation we would like some things on telework and 
anything you can think of might be useful let us know. He can send the subject request for a guide. 
Whichever you prefer. This is all change at this point. We had over 82 guides. Now we have 90, try 
pushing hundred. Over 82,000 views as of the end of March. I suspect is going to get larger people are 
looking for ways to provide remote access to their patrons. I will put the link on to you can see what our 
criteria is and you can see how to submit a guide or subject request and we will try to fulfill it. They try 
to find guide. If you can't find will try to make one. Keep them coming. That is all I have. Lori, have we 
heard from Darrell? 

 



Yes. He's been emailing me. He's coming in as Christina. Let's see if we can get Darrell in. Are you there? 
He's listed as a participant in our presenter. Let me see if I can fix that. Thank you everyone. Hold on for 
second. We would have a few glitches. Hold on him will get Darrell in. 

 
This is the first Christine. Can you hear me? 

 
Sorry. I don't know what's going on.  

 
[Indiscernible -- multiple speakers] 

 
Someone has the radio on. Talk about Bloomingdale's. 

 
Sorry guys. 

 
Can you hear me now?  

 
Yes.  

 
Sorry about that. I am Darrell Walker. I've been a system manager for over four years now. I have a few 
updates for this time. Due to the current operating conditions post on us by COVID-19 our systems 
management focus has been that of overall availability of library systems to ensure continued public 
access during this current crisis period. These operational activities center on system performance as 
well as account management and addressing any and all GPO inquiries that come in. If I may, they to 
provide brief high-level update on her key technical projects that are ongoing at this time. Despite not 
being on site each day in our headquarters office of the CM projects is continuing to move forward on 
several initiatives during last fall conference. These include continued development at the LP exchange. 
A lot of this development is based on your community user feedback as we continue to develop 
requirements and move forward with that. We will be addressing some of the requested feature sets. 
We will do this in several phases. The first phase will look at the base operation system update and 
phase 2 will implement the feature setting. We plan on having said it had weight achieved by the fall. 
We have to have something to display at our 2020 fall conference. Are depository selection 
management. We've done several reviews of the required and I think we have a final set now. Were 
now nearing entrance into phase 1 of our procurement process which would be to do some market 
research on vendors that are capable of taking on this work. For current status where moving forward 
with the requirements and request for information from the vendors. As her integrated library system 
with several small projects. They've significant enhancements involved. First and foremost, refinement 
of the search for the catalog government publications. Also, with edited catalogs to search in the drop-
down menu and remove format from a drop-down menus as well. There's development work being 
done are advanced search features as well as language check in updates of such. The last piece were 
looking at redeveloping and platforming or after the LP.gov content management system. This is in 
procurement now. This is moving forward and were aggressively moving on for 2020 2021 season. 
Which I bring it home now. Were very excited about this ongoing system modernization. We look 
forward to providing you with further updates as our progress on these activities continues of the next 
couple of months. Feel free to contact me directly Kanji worker@GPO.gov with any questions, feedback, 
on what's been presented here today. Thank you all and remain safe and healthy. With that, I will pass it 
over. 
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Hello everyone. I'm Dori Bauer and archive specialist in Alice CM. We are doing very brief update on the 
web archive since the fall. We did have two contractors before that were assisting a lot in our activities 
and we are now in a transition period. The contract we had and in and were waiting for the new one to 
be finalized. We've been a bit shorthanded at this time. Due to this we've been very focused on trying to 
maintain collections we currently have a with generally most on a biannual basis. When doing new 
collections in high. Situation's. If the website was being taken down. We are working through a bit of a 
backlog. Now with what's going on we are evaluating the collections and prioritizing ones that are 
providing coronavirus updates and information. We have recently added coronavirus.gov to the web 
archive and have one a couple of crawls on already. I received we will run crawls on this website with a 
lot more frequency with how quickly is changing. We would like to squeeze in a couple more federal 
resources on coronavirus as time becomes available. It's a great telework activity. In this time I've been 
glad to have this is something I can work on. It's such a valuable resource and in times like this we realize 
how important digital resources like web archives are. It's important we continue to provide access and 
growth to them. Web archives document events such as bursting with coronavirus as they happen for 
future generations to get a clear picture in the future. Where we are now current size for web archive 
we have 25.2 terabyte with over 215 million URL. With 203 collections in archive and 258 records in our 
CGP. Also, I've added a link for project page on FDLP.gov which provides further information on web 
archive. For those of you that may be new to FDLP and unfamiliar with the web archive just a reminder 
how to access it. There are two locations for access. First through the archive it website. We are on the 
homepage you can type GPO or FDLP in the main search box. Also provided the URL to this page. You 
can do fulltext searching or enter the URL for searching. Also, you can access through our CGP. There's a 
catalog for the web archive. Is successful at the top left of the screen on the homepage at catalog 
CGP.gov. You can search through the records if you have any questions reach out to us. We have an e-
mail@tran13webarchiving.GPO.gov. It's all later in another slide that my email is also listed. 

 
Thank you Dori. We have a couple of minutes for questions. I listed all the contact information for all the 
speakers you heard today. I just chatted in. All the presenters that just spoke please take a look in the 
chat and see if there any questions pertaining to your particular portion of the session. If you have 
additional questions right now we can take those. We have six minutes. 

 
This is Suzanne. It's the documents and catalog and when there's metadata for the individual entry it's 
searchable. Once the content you be able to search for individual entry use or category publication. The 
government research to find that within [Indiscernible -- low volume] 

 
This is Kelly. I saw some talk about COVID-19 been. If you have been with you feel free to dress them up 
and I will get him posted. If not been is holding down the fort. You will be asking for access to the 
waveguides. 

 
Kelly, I know I was reading through the chat will try to find any questions for my section. I did notice one 
question for Dori. From James. The question is, how many archive seats are made into GPO 
[Indiscernible]? 

 
If you look at the number of CGP records those are the number of pearls we've created. Some the 
collections we give the example it's that. We have the nits a.gov. With Perl. We did 911.gov. EMS.gov. A 
couple of collections we have we pull out standalone resources that we Perl 2. I hope that answers the 
question. Feel free to reach out to me if you like other information. I think I saw another question from 
James. It's directed toward Suzanne. Will there be a facet to [Indiscernible] at all?  
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Once we have a just is highest content digitize content will talk about how do that. I can't say definitely. 
Better hope. 

 
Suzanne question from Armando. In 1909 etc. being digitized only Worchester metadata being added. 

 
There's always metadata associated. It's a package. I saw from Armando he was repeating repeating 
James. You will be able to search within the digitize volume. If you're looking for publication in the 1920s 
you can find it. 

 
Is on a question for myself. The page to list needs for preservation Stewart's. There is not. We are hard 
at work with Laura Flint from the outreach staff so we can visually see what preservation stores are and 
with the preserving and what stores we need more our particular title. More to come on that one. 

 
We have one minute till our break. What we will do is I will share this entire chat with our stat. There's a 
question we've missed we will reach out to you individually. Any last thoughts? Okay. It looks like were 
at our break. We will be back in 15 minutes to do the TLC working group report. Stay with us. The snack 
and we will be back soon. [ The event is on a 15 minute recess. Captioner on stand by ] minute recess. 
Captioner on stand by ]  

 
Question from Armando. I cohere contracts WebEx. We establish all of our sessions and I cohere. We 
establish a registration and we launcher meeting through the WebEx environment. Our support services 
are through WebEx. 

 
 

 
 

 
With about five minutes until our break ends. I'm going to step out for one minute. 

 
Stephen Carson, are you on hand and ready to get started at 2:45? 

 
Yes I am. 

 
Thank you. 

 
Welcome back everyone. Before Mary gets us started just a couple of reminders. If you recall, at the 
beginning of our session you clicked on the invitation pointer tool so you could tell us where you are 
participating from. I turned it off. Those of you that have it on my own have a in the left quarter 
menubar it's an arrow pointing to the right and turn it off. With a lot of folks clicking in the slides and 
were still imitating. From my and I can clear. And turn it off yourself it's great. Just a reminder to 
councilmembers. As is working group report session is going on take a look in the chat and see what 
folks are asking saying. Take away. 

 
Thank you. Hello everyone. And Mary Clark. At this time I like to ask that the working groups of counsel 
present their reports. It will be about 10 minutes for questions and discussion with the community after 
the presentations which are pretty brief. Please hold your questions until then. My problem is by look at 
the chat I seem to lose my microphone capabilities. Will not be able to monitor the chat. Following 



questions for councilmembers in the working groups we will follow up with a couple of action items that 
will take us right up for next break at 345. Stephen Carson, if you will take away for us. 

 
Hello everyone. My name is Steve and I'm a library and library technical services. We give a brief report 
on the working group on the collection and that it metadata services. We want to express our sincere 
appreciation to working group members, the Federal depository library community and GPO staff 
members for your wonderful work. The depository library counsel for the great collaboration working 
group. Metadata cataloging is critical to every aspect of the FDLP and the management of depository 
collections. With that idea that metadata issues weren't focused attention GPL to deal see it's the GPL to 
exchange ideas. Federal depository to review and advise metadata operations for GPO's initiatives, 
policies and procedures and FDL feedback and recordation. Collaborate on the enhancement for the FDL 
P and develop new ones. You see the members in our charge. DLP members are Mary Clark, Gregory 
Curtis will Stringfellow, and Yvonne Williams. The depository members are Beth Downing, Stacy Feller, 
and Elizabeth McDonald. For GPL you have [Indiscernible] Lori how and myself. We meet on a quarterly 
basis. FDL P community members and to GPL members. The group is not to exceed 10 members will 
serve for two-year terms. We will is a first group served for three years and we report to the community 
about our activities in various ways at conferences news alerts surveys and posts and other ways. So far 
we met twice at our first meeting in January. We decide on basic foundational operations of the group 
such as our name and meeting schedule. We agreed on a first area of activity. It's initial experiments of 
large sets of bibliographic records. It's government publications. Our second meeting began GPL first 
attempt to use batch processing which is the national Institute of standards and technology or collection 
project. GPO views bad processing as a potential approach to expedite and facilitate the in just of large 
lines of bibliographic records from FDL and the CGP. For the project we've been testing various 
automated and partially automated methods of analyzing and enhancing record sets and there's 
information about the project on FDLP.gov. I want to thank GPO staff for the terrific work . [Name 
Indiscernible], been web, [Name Indiscernible]. And the team further amazing collaboration. We are 
nearing the end of the project. The collection consists of 8800 records. The working group will identify 
concerns and issues about the records in the process and respond to GPO questions about potential 
impacts on FDL and we will compile a report of our observations and recommendations. The working 
group has gotten off to a very productive start. We are looking forward to our work together. Please 
stay safe and healthy. Thank you very much. Our next speaker is Robbie. 

 
Thank you. Go to offer update on behalf of the digital deposit working group. The digital deposit working 
group receives discharge in 28 team to explore current and future needs related to digital deposit. 
Currently the working group members include Cindy, Jessica, and GPO, James Jacobs and Heather 
Christiansen from members of the community and Mike Phelps on the half of the depository library 
counsel. We have had assistance in the past from additional working group participants that include just 
the, Amy Quinn, and Kathy. Former DLC members were Tom Fisher striker. The working group has had 
the opportunity to engage members of the community through sessions at the FDL P conference in 
person and virtually. At the fall 2019 conference the working group posted a focus group and an update 
session which we shared three ideas for digital deposit pilot's. Since that fall conference the working 
group has narrowed its focused to a single pilot with the following objectives. Those are to identify 
opportunities to form a collaborative system for reporting publications. Identifying aspects of document 
reporting which can improve workflows for cataloging, assess the usefulness of current law stocks 
reporting documents and create from a user perspective requirements for long-term solution to create 
an ecosystem approach and minimum requirements for digital deposit and various components. Our 
pilot now is focusing on the law stocks project which some of you may have heard about one we 
reported in the fall. Working group has documented its activities and the vision for the pilot in a white 



paper is accessible at FDLP.gov. I will post a link in the chat. It's kind of hard to find at FDLP.gov. Our 
project approach the proposed pilot focuses on a collaborative model or members of the community 
and others interested in this topic will document activities related to seeking out' documents to better 
scope the project the working group is using document 116 dashed for reports to be made to Congress 
as our framework for volunteers to use as they seek out and report lost documents. The pilot project 
approach will include soliciting volunteers, capturing stories of stakeholders and their users about the 
needs and assessing the various aspects of the work including demands on reporting including the 
demands an increase in reporting will put on the cataloging and indexing unit at GPO as well as the 
demands on the community and systematically seeking out and reporting lost documents. We are also 
interested in workflow issues including limitations to workflows. The pilot aims to provide a number of 
deliverables. The working group has outlined the following as project deliverables. Documentation of 
court state workflows of limitations working to discover and report lost documents. Stakeholder needs 
to better understand the limitations around this work. We aim to discover segments. How stock. With 
these being described as ready for incorporation to govern info and CGP staff. The working group will 
collect and report to counsel data and feedback including but not limited to the tools utilized by 
volunteers to do this work the time spent by volunteers and relate to this number of document search. 
In relation to the number of documents discovered in the working group wants to learn and report out 
on any barriers or challenges relative to this work the working group has a very ambitious timeline for 
the project as you will see on the slide. It's our hope to receive a formal recommendation from counsel 
to GPO to start the project and then if the recommendation is received and they give us the green light 
the working group will begin volunteers. Much immediately. We will hold virtual discussions with 
volunteers and users and begin documenting current workflows. The pilot will largely take place over 
the fall of 2020. With the goal for the working group to assess the work at this virtual meeting in spring 
of 2021. I want to extend thanks to my fellow working group members the time they go into the project. 
There a great group of human beings to work with. I also think the community for their participation 
into the work thus far and we are hopeful that many of you will be able to volunteer as pilot participants 
to help inform the work going forward. You can explore the document. Hold questions till the end. I will 
pass it to will. 

 
Thank you. When he was well. I'm the working group share for the DLC working group explained that 
the ability of pearls and their alternatives will miss was a working group counsel created following the 
fall conference to get the door abilities and present findings and recommendations to Council for 
consideration. The working group has already worked on is we have drafted and submitted the 
proposed charge and procedures for Council's consideration and we are seeking the approval. This was 
submitted to counsel on April 13th of 2020. The question, why would we establishes working group? 
One coming out of the digital deposit working group is looking at pearls which are persistent uniform 
resource locators. GPO has been using pearls to provide federal depository libraries and others a stable 
URL access to online federal information going back to 1998. That's about 22 years. 22 years quite a bit 
has happened. We've had indicators of change of ones that may need to be reviewed and looked at. 
There some libraries going to more digital collections and space is always an issue. It's something that's 
always progressing and changing. Something that may have been great 22 years ago might not be ideal 
to new technological advances. There's been a large increase in born digital and digital only federal 
information. As part of that there's been increased interest in some depositories becoming mostly are 
alt depositories. Because of that there's a greater potential need for providing those digital access and 
looking at pearls would be one part of that. How this information is put in our proposed charge counsel. 
You can access that document on FDLP.gov along with slides and other handouts whose meeting. We 
posted the chat the link to the proposed charge if anyone would like to review that. May look at this 
working group the questions are what our goals and deliverables. We need to research functionality. 



Were going to specifically research information related to how and why GPO size pearls. We will also be 
looking at other relative information related to pearls. This could include technical information, 
discovery side and access. Were gonna create a report on historic and current information.. That idea is 
to put that information into one easy resource that can be access. Additionally copper this working 
group will research and consider potential alternatives to pearls. Finally, after the research of all those 
aspects will put counsel recommendations for parole alternatives. Her current working group members 
are Alicia Cubans, rep Mikulski, Laura Saar, Robbie Seidel. And myself from counsel. So far with a five 
from counsel. We've actually dolling and Cindy again from GPO. All these members have worked on 
discharge and operational working group. If it's approved by counsel be working for couple members to 
serve on the working group. I just want to thank all the working group members for all the hard work 
they put into creating the charge we have presented to counsel. I think GPO for their support and help 
throughout this process. At this time I'm going to turn it over to Mary. 

 
Thank you. Robbie and Stephen were excellent presentations. We actually got ahead of schedule which 
is nice. I would like to open up to questions just are you hearing me?  

 
Yes. 

 
I like to open this up. Are there any questions from counsel that you all would like to ask at this point of 
any of our presenters? Not anything particularly for members. You all can chime in. Presenters, which 
led to tolls of you seen anything in the chat? Spirit very, Kelly. I see one question is is are pearls on the 
way out?  

 
Lori it was gonna pick up on that one. If the answer the question the answer is no. The point of the 
working group and correct me if I'm wrong is to help GPO do that initial research into other options. We 
have this technology since 1990. It's hard to make major changes when you have something that's been 
embedded in operation for that long time. There's new technology leads take a look at. Like any other 
system or technology we use were always looking to improve, enhance, migrate and change. If you're 
concerned it's gonna go away in the next few months that will happen. As do start working on the 
information and plus her own internal investigations at GPO we share that with the community. I caught 
the is being fearful. I don't want you to think were in the process of changing it overnight. 

 
This is Cindy. We have of on a counsel a the chat, will the community respond directly to you regarding 
serving on the working group? 

 
Thank you. At this point we're still waiting to make sure or approved by counsel for that out. If were 
approved will put out instructions for interested community members for submitting their interest to 
the working group. Let's see some is concerned. What's can happen to the pearls in the catalog. Is down 
into details right now. It's one thing we always considered to want technology to the next is migration. 
It's always something you take into consideration when you're migrating technology. We hear that. 

 
This is Mary. I just want to make a general comment particularly about the pearl group this is a 
conversation. Over the last several years. We just decide at this point it was a good idea for Council to 
go ahead and do a formal research. I echo Lori Hall. Nothing is going to happen overnight. You saw their 
timeline. It's ambitious there's a lot of work to do before anything happens. I just want the committee to 
know this is something were looking at. There are other alternatives out there. If pearls turns out to be 
the best way to go they will report that out as well. 

 



Lori Hall again, just a reminder the person in the chat said was can happen to the polls in the catalog. 
Were gonna have that same concern. The entire CGP is close to 1 million pearls were getting close at 
this point in time. I don't know that numbers correct. You all will have your online catalog. We have 
them in our's. Take a lot of work and discussion to figure out what are the cost of. 

 
Did anyone have or did counsel have any further discussion about digital deposit? That's one Robbie and 
her crew have been working on for a couple of years now. Many people participated in the breakout 
session last fall. They did some research and found out the community about how to proceed next. 
Anyone have any comments or questions about that? 

 
This is Alicia. I knew more about the logistics of it. You didn't have a limit on the amount of people that 
could volunteered to help the pilot. Logistically, will you assign each library or individuals who volunteer 
a certain section of those different documents? And then will they will watch for documents or search 
for them a certain period of time. How logistically will that work.  

 
That's kind of the preliminary thought. We not fully test out the logistics we didn't want to expend 
equipment that document is nearly 400 pages long. I can't imagine we would have so many volunteers 
we want to be able to provide them with work to do it will be dependent on the times the volunteers 
are able to commit. We don't want them to feel overwhelmed with the team has to do. It will all work 
out. 

 
That sounds good. 

 
Take it back one more step to the collection and discovery workgroup. And had a report of. I encourage 
you to take a look in the CGP at the records. You can actually just put in advanced search and the 
thousands of those records will pop up you will see the challenges of that processing versus cataloging 
every time detail in our record and as you see the sheer number of these will see why they made the 
choices and the workgroup supported them and making the choice to go to processing. These are 
original have subject headings. They do have Sue dock numbers. Often they don't have -- there missing 
other key parts that you might be used to looking at at pristine perfect PCC the line cataloging records. 
They are findable. My experience and what I see is that people are searching for known items and when 
that's the case they're perfectly serviceable and can be edited if necessary on an individual basis. 
Interests is soft idea give those records and think about them as it applies to the serial set. Moods of 
pages of 2000 volumes in each of on is filled with hundreds of documents. That's what this working 
group is trying to help GPO facility.  

 
With a bit of business to take care of. We have plenty of time. Will have a break and told 3:45. We can 
go ahead and take care of the formal counsel business related to the working groups if that's all right 
with counsel.  

 
Sir Erickson says if you have any projects ongoing metadata serial set can we contributed. 

 
That might be a great question for [Name Indiscernible] and Stephen. We had not considered it yet. 

 
She says USL is doing metadata and scanning for accumulated serial sets. 

 
This is Lori. I think Sarah can contact Suzanne because that sounds like it might be a partnership related 
to the serial set digitization project. There might be two avenues to talk with Sarah about that metadata.  



 
This is Susanna just typing a chat. I will send her an email to follow-up. 

 
Thank you. Our minds are thinking alike even the world working remotely. 

 
Let me get back and let counsel go ahead and take care of the two action items related to the working 
group's. The first one, does counsel approve of it except the work charge of the working group exploring 
the durability of pearls and their alternatives? You can add your checkmarks, razor hand. I do believe the 
Council approves of the work plan. The second question, does counsel wish to make a recommendation 
to GPO that they work with digital deposit working group on their pilot project to investigate the 
feasibility of digital deposit for depository libraries. If you could add your checkmarks for that question. 
Mary, and the chat 

 
Thank you Yvonne. I'm sorry we can't see you and talk with you. 

 
That has also passed. I hate to let us go at 320 you may not come back for the big show at 4 o'clock. 
Open form is going to be excellent. Does anyone have anything else to add here? 

 
If you want to break now just come back in 15 minutes rather than waiting for 345. If that's agreeable to 
everyone. 

 
I think that's an excellent idea. Any chat from the community? What they like to see us take a 15 minute 
break and come back just rounded up. 15 minutes put us at 335. 

 
It looks like they all agree. 

 
Presenters in the open form are you agreeable to come back at 335 or in 15 minutes? Wherever you 
maybe. 

 
That works fine for me. 

 
That's perfect. Excellent. Thank you for being so flexible and committee, hang on the line and come back 
for a great presentation. You can enjoy the open form. Hewitt 3:35. 

 
[ The event is on a 15 minute recess. Captioner on stand by ] a 15 minute recess. Captioner on stand by ]  

 
Looks like 335. Before I went over to Alicia I want to point out this session we are attempting to allow all 
the participants if they wish to ask questions really to give comments verbally. We hope you had a 
chance they all look at those. We have them on the screen on the right side. On a laptop or desktop on 
the right side of screen there's a hand raised icon. PC when you click on Adobe hand picture name. 
When you're done asking your question or change your mind click on that can raise again to remove it 
so we don't waste time. Were clear them and move through. Think whatever few growing pains. For DLC 
members how we previously talked about packing the ball in the open form I have to keep the ball. 
Please let me know when you're ready for new slide. Were just going to roll with it. With that, Alicia I 
will put a slide and we can get started. 

 



This is Cindy. I will say one thing about the instructions. If you're going to speak if you would for you tell 
us your comment as we do in real meetings in front of microphones please state your name and 
institution. 

 
Thank you. With this open form want to hear from you. When they can be very fair all the time today 
sure were working on without acknowledging my situation during this pandemic. For the Council I can 
speak for an GPO we would love to hear what everyone's been working on, how you and your library 
here in handling various aspects, communication and your own well-being during this time. Of course 
Kelly went over the instructions that were up on the slide. You are all muted now. Otherwise, you can 
use the chat and then we encourage you add something new to the discussion with each comment since 
we have a bit more limited time. Since we did and the last session early we can be more flexible with 
this open form which might be really nice. The discussions going strong we can add a little bit more 
time. I think we can be a bit more flexible. Let's get started here. With a poll. There should be an actual 
pole you should get on the right-hand side. You can check all that apply open with reduced hours, 
reduced services, open but serving only primary clientele, open really staff to work, close but providing 
services remotely or closed. 

 
About 10 seconds left reply. Now WebEx is wrapping up the pulling. I will display the results. 

 
It looks like a very large amount have been closed but providing services remotely which is not 
particularly surprising with all the stay-at-home order across the country. Okay. Of course in this new 
environment more close to providing services remotely and most bizarre. Even if you are still open I'm 
sure doing a lot to provide services remotely to patrons who do not to come into the library. We will 
move on to our first discussion question. What are some of the new and creative ways you and your 
library would offer services axles in this new remote environment. Has Kelly said, feel free to raise your 
hand or put comments in the chat. 

 
I am scanning the list of attendees for hand raised. There's a very long list. I'm looking down now and I'll 
keep scanning. 

 
This doesn't have depository only. The depository of services and access and the rest are services. Think 
of this. While waiting for hand raised I can provide my own example. For us for doing a lot with hockey 
trust with emergency access. That's a really helpful for our [Indiscernible] and we can have access to in 
our building. We're getting a lot in the chat. Let's see. References are recovering regular chat shifts 
under normal library hours. Sure were sing a big increase in that interaction. None depository materials? 
Says we ordered and shipped directly to faculty members. That sounds difficult but cool there 
Dobransky says I made a video from home into the activity book. That also sounds cool. 

 
Continuing to scan but as of now I don't seen Henry's.  

 
Feel free to interrupt me. Providing early service online. Blog posts, I think a lot of us are seeing that. 
We're going outside of regular comfort zone and responsibilities to take on things you want have done 
in the past. The resources to support online instruction. Putting links in a catalog to e-book. It's been a 
major lifesaver right now. What else. Online chat reference. More love for hockey trust.. With Barnes & 
Noble to provide temporary access. We been using Idol sources as well. I created at collection. Class visit 
we had scheduled. That sounds awesome. Is that something you can share with us? It be cool if we 
could see a link. I would love to see that. He wants is remote links to social media outlets. It's good way 
to connect. They say a database that was only available in the library. At 17,000 act counts. What else. 



Starting new accounts. Betting and online courses. Worry about the census. We can't forget about the 
census. Regardless of the pandemic. Digitizing material. Cool. Hockey trust. More live guides. Having 
students in remote work in data entry. That would be interesting to hear about. How are you working 
with your student workers in the library to help with the services and how to make sure the students 
have jobs. That's awesome. Suzanne says the program using laser cutter to make kids trying to get 
instructions. And capturing to mass making. Temporary access resources. I know evincing a lot from 
vendors in terms of emergency access to materials. Records to their catalog. A lot of us have said this is 
a good time for that metadata claimant thank you for going to the census activity book. Sandra says a 
literacy committee and posting on social media and good activities at home. That sounds awesome. 
Traces they added criticize checkup for students and faculty. Streaming videos. More live guides. 

 
Are we running out of time?  

 
I think will have something to say.  

 
Please go ahead.  

 
One of the big things we did at Vanderbilt as part of our services as an academic institution classes are 
still going on. We've moved are remote services to providing classroom support. The twofold thing. One 
is helping out faculty and students navigating the technologies for classroom support. Spending budgets 
have been very oriented. Students need access to materials on reserve and a lot of those are physical 
materials. We shifted our focus into required collections that are digital access. We look for one for 
publishers are releasing more open access versions. While restricted things that are supporting class for 
use were going in and if there's a digital copy needed for class we by. That's one of the big things it's 
been a big spending exception. Material was and the virtual reference has been very big on the things 
we do it. 

 
That sounds similar to what I've been experiencing. I don't have as much is that core support know a lot 
of our colleagues been doing that. Been very successful. I imagine a lot of other library reversing. 
Thanks. And sing in the chat some that were for doing highlighting, cleanup, that relates a bit toward 
next question from well. Perhaps will move on. Thank you everyone for your participation in the chat. 

 
Thank you Alicia. For this question, during to present time libraries has [Indiscernible] to staff. As we saw 
the poll earlier about 200 people said their buildings are closed although there still providing services. 
Due to this many library staff are working and have shifted that work access and remote services. While 
library services are one aspect have a significant amount of work that's outside of providing public 
services to patrons. From this perspective we ask if due to the locations imposed in teleworking how 
have your non-public service been impacted. You can think of these as terms of teleworking or limited 
access impacted your normal workflow and productivity. We finding is impacting your work. That's 
positive negative or otherwise. Are you finding there's limitations and if so what are those limitations. 
Have you found some surprises in your workflow that's just completely surprised you out of your 
workflow do these restrictions and what type of things are you working on. To we have any hands 
raised? 

 
Not yet. Scanning and I will continue to do that and chime in if we do have one.  

 
Thank you. Andrea, was the text services staff don't have remote access to a ILS other not processing or 
cataloging and are working with your IT department. That's something we had at Vanderbilt. When 



technical service staff did not have access to the Internet they were providing the Wi-Fi hotspots so they 
could access. Patricia, C. This chat is flowing. There is finding she's having trouble not having access to 
the print books is impacting collection review. But makes good point that medias would be the type of 
thing that will help emphasize how important digitization is in the long-term. We get back digitize these 
resources would be beneficial. For Claudia they have staff that remains at the main library so they've 
been shelf inventory of their collections. It sounds like all the normal operational procedures are still 
going in that library. Patricia, there cataloging staff is working on reclassifying their circulation collection 
from Dewey to LC from home. When they get back to the building will have spreadsheets and labels 
ready to go so they can relabel. For Patricia are you all doing their catalog updates instead of the ILS. 
You can slap on the market labels when you get in. Jennifer said all the text service work has shifted 
over to database maintenance. And seeing other people are finding limitations of the lack of broadband 
access at home. That's one of been hitting us as well. Will try to work around it. Von Williams assign 
their nonpublic services have come to a halt so many of her staff are working in other areas outside the 
library. For doing things like boxing and delivering food and other outreach programs. CERT is talking 
about their staff member working on multiformat bibliographic records that the case for those that are 
aware, a lot of older records have multiformat types and later on you'd have print online the same 
record and more contemporary records are by each type of format have the ability graphic records. That 
the project were working here at Vanderbilt. 

 
We have Kelly Wilson would like to say something. See we can unmute. Kelly, can you speak? 

 
Hello.  

 
We can hear you.  

 
My name is Kelly Wilson and I'm a reference library at the University of Alabama. And the government 
documents library and I want to say one of the more interesting things we've done quite a few staff 
members in reference to catalog with many staff members across are two other campuses which is 
Dothan and Montgomery. What we did is leading up to this we train them on live answers and live chat. 
Now every night until 9 o'clock p.m. every library, every catalog library working a shift we also staff 
member working with each other three of the staff members outside library. Working from home. That 
was can be one of the biggest challenges was finding work for them to do. Now that they all work online 
and it's helping which more students we had to do a lot of training in a couple weeks leading up to us 
closing. Was a challenge but in the same instance they learned trade. Turned out to be helpful to have 
70 people doing chat at the same time. 

 
How many staff members in total are involved in this. 

 
Can you hear me just fine?  

 
Sounds great.  

 
We have about 20 across all three campuses. All of them had to be trained last minute. 

 
Fantastic. That's great. Catalogers are involved. Missing a lot of that where rules are adjusted during this 
time period it's been an all hands on deck effort. We've been doing a lot of the every other Skype. It's 
even for myself and finding having more meetings than in the building itself. 

 



Jane wanted to say something.  

 
Go ahead. 

 
I didn't see anyone mentioned one of the things I'm doing. I have access to our online catalog. When 
things I been doing is going in and checking that [Indiscernible] still working [Indiscernible -- low volume] 
I said I would take the time to go in a look at the things and make sure they were [Indiscernible] so 
people can get to the document. 

 
That's fantastic. That's one of things we've let slip ourselves on our own side. And working on campus. 
That's fantastic. Be able to continue to provide that. 

 
Best would like to contribute. When unmute you. 

 
Put in a chat. We had a week of social distancing students were on campus before spring break. We 
anticipated we were going to be shut down. Our technical services crew put together a list of projects to 
work on and we handed the map to anybody willing to do something. In administrative assistant to the 
Dean is doing database cleanup. We provided people with hotspots or laptops and put whatever 
software was necessary for people to do what they need to be able to do. We're doing a lot of database 
cleanup. Sorting through things and I have things. For frustrations is not having the collection to go is 
this piece actually live on a shelf or is this record something we don't have. Were still doing a lot of 
cleanup from 20 years ago. 

 
Essentially, a couple of things you pointed out that I've seen in my expenses is were getting cross work 
from other departments. My government documents projects I have trouble. I have nine staff members 
from other departments working and another nine students in my library. You make a great point about 
the restrictions of doing the metadata cleanup. I found that to be a problem as well because we are 
fixing on our archive loads so we started creating lists of check this when you're able to get back in the 
building and that's a lot. Not sure we have or not. Thank you for sharing. We confess Chesler flowing I 
missed a lot of it. 

 
Amassing any other hand raises at the moment. To a stay on this one removed your next poll? 

 
Now would be a good time to move to our next poll and will make sure to follow up on these comments 
later on. Here's a question have for y'all. It's a good one for your teleworking. Are you recording or 
qualifying your toe work productivity to simple yes or no question. 

 
About 15 seconds remaining. Is wrapping up the responses it will displaces these are ready. 10 more 
seconds. 

 
Thank you. I'm waiting with baited breath. 

 
Well. Okay. A significant portion are having to record or quantify their total work productivity. Looks at 
close to half. Thank you so much for sharing. 

 
Were moving into the next area. Now are all relying on how we're gonna communicate with each other. 
This next poll question we have is tools being used to communicate with library users and colleagues will 
people are isolating doing COVID-19. Check all that apply's. Looks like is not a chat box. Looks like it's 



only giving people the option of choosing one. If you wanted to in the chat box add others. About 10 
seconds remaining. 

 
Looks like people are most heavily using email and video. Also singing the comments nursing using 
everything except postal mail. I would say that's the same at the University of Maryland. Were gonna go 
into our next open form question. This is how has the coronavirus affected the way you communicate 
with people. You serve cost supervisors etc. I can say University of Maryland and talking systems I 
supervise a lot more because we have videoconferencing. Once or twice a week I video chat with them 
to give them training or check up on a project we have. I look to see what others are saying. People 
using Microsoft teams, telephone video, all those. How has it fixed affected I you communicating? Work 
with people? Is a very difficult? This chat is going very fast. I can barely keep up. I want to go through 
these keep having to scroll back up. Slack is being used by people. Zoom is a lifesaver. Easy to kick it with 
coworkers for her was student workers. See a lot more meetings. Zoom overload. Library venue 
compasses and daily phone calls. Rebecca Stockbridge. I apologize. It's loading very fast. Zoom is 
wonderful for training. Slack helps you keep connected. Coworkers are also using text chat and Google 
hangouts. Definitely a lot more meaning. Weeklies do meetings. Phone calls. These pleased to share are 
now less for example one or two people are only handling another one your handling email reference. 
The cat sitting next to me and I'm dreading she might jump onto the keyword while I'm facilitating the 
meeting. Combos. 

 
One thing that might help people having trouble with the chat log is to minimize participant window so 
it collapses. 10:44 PM. We are more available to us in the community. They reported. It's a little bit 
more difficult for staff members that work for from home. The best way to communicate one another is 
to try and catch each other procedure other in the building or more email text. Makes it harder to 
supervise and track even if we do low technology before COVID-19. A lot more remote reference 
service. I see that posted one of our staff started I feel good Friday email. What if you could elaborate 
about that in the chat or by talking. Started to play on the spot. That intrigued me. I'm and sending my 
coworkers. Kevin said he had to start at Ground Zero with everything as a tech assistant specialist. New 
touch screen. They said they got a new touch screen laptop Windows 10 preventing zoom download. 
They want to move windows but has less security. Research how to do this without doing harm. They 
would like to contribute. 

 
Just want things I found differently is because of more meetings with the face-to-face and we saw teams 
and Skype for my normal meetings in my department collections is I've been going outside to my deck 
and that's been my break and helps me get away from being stuck. I'm allowed to communicate and do 
that outside and it's me meetings more exciting and fun. 

 
I think about using approach office. Then I retreated back inside. 

 
Selena we have Kelly Wilson. We went unmute you. 

 
This is Kelly from Troy University. I was going to say something my department of Sir doing from a liaison 
library for many departments one of them is doing a happy hour on Friday with our place I department 
in which the political science professors get together and chat. They catch up and see how things are 
going. Most of us are refusing to do video for obvious reasons. We also have the college of arts and 
sciences doing a weekly coffee break is what they're calling it. They're getting professors together as will 
students to talk about different aspects of the library put the University but people do not know about I 



may not be common knowledge. For learning more and more getting more time to be together because 
when the in the classroom. In that aspect it has been beneficial. 

 
That's old school. Full group with coworkers start have our every other Friday. We have video but we 
refuse to use anything the University provides access to.'s for very obvious reasons. Like the idea of the 
units. With copy chats in the morning. My supervisor that are on together and drop-in talk about sewing 
or baking or newborn babies, the full nine. The library overall has a quote unquote watercooler meeting. 
We just get together and talk. Seen some comments here. Situation doesn't seem much different aside 
from the technology used than it did working after 9/11. We were not on a stay-at-home order many 
people were able to work through a shuttle tragedy. Virtual reference was starting to those a change in 
how we manage virtual reference and how we helped each other. Is a national tragedy as well as a 
worldwide tragedy. Sears says as the public library and she cannot connect with muscular patrons. They 
are often homeless and don't have Internet. In some cases am very worried. Our staff been trying to find 
ways to connect with the regulars. I'm seeing Margaret Sylvia posted there were supervising people so 
much harsher we are doing it by email or text. Careful about how I check on things getting done. My 
email thinks I try to be gentle about giving directions so it doesn't come off too abrupt. C using Facebook 
messenger. Daily coffee breaks. It's considering health services based will be different when we reopen. 

 
Get it going. It's a definitely we are looking at that. Noticing communication is different. I'm seeing some 
of my colleagues a lot more learning a lot more about them and I worked at University of Maryland for 
70 years 

 
Yvonne said we have daily stories were staff sure heartwarming expenses for Hispanic whether personal 
or work-related. GPO is already working on return to work plans when they return. Moving so fast I can't 
keep up. Vessel Deborah wrote been shifting to virtual environment for the front virus known materials 
patrons, classes to a school. Classes etc. The shift was pretty smooth. We've been able to keep in touch 
and keep her services going. The changes make was that our laptops that we loaned out had to make 
them go out for 28 days is there still a digital divide among our students. 

 
I just want to answer Robbie's question that we have one of our branch libraries open more as computer 
lab for students that are still having to live on campus and don't have their own personal computer and 
for social distancing only one person is allowed per table and we have to block off every the computer 
to maintain the social distancing. We are considering doing that gets a reopen in the summer and the 
fall. 

 
Sound interesting and cool. You guys are still open and able to provide that no matter how limited. 

 
It's only one for one library. It's very restricted. 

 
Selena I noticed conversation is going.  

 
Are times that? 

 
Don't apologize. It's been wonderful. I have time to get Jane's conversation in and get us to finish up by 
five. Thank you. 

 
Take away. I was looking for where I was. Not that's done I'll take it away. I'm going to ask you to put up 
the polls first. The intention of this question was that your Puerto Rico where I am we had planned a 



week without our students in order to plan for higher to handle the situation when it shut us down on 
the what is one of the strictest orders that exists. We have a 7 PM to 5 AM curfew. Not just at home, 
curfew. Not allowed to be out at all. We're under stay-at-home order otherwise. We did not get to do 
any plans which is more difficult. One of the things my institute has done is provide some resources for 
coping with the psychological and social aspect of what world dealing with. Kelly, the principal and 
discuss how everyone's doing. 

 
The poll is wrapping up and I will present results for 

 
Is your results here. It looks as though most of you have gotten information on COVID-19 and 
appropriate social practices. Have received information on psychological coping skills and maintaining 
wealth. Although I saw on the chat last question obviously many of you are practicing. The last we have 
virtual access like psychologists. Psychiatrist. With that, I would love to open it up in chat. If you like to 
speak. This is not about higher handling the docs. It's higher handling it, how are your colleagues and 
family maintaining and coping with the social isolation that we have all have imposed upon. Kelly, do we 
have any hands. 

 
Not just yet. I'm seeing things in chat here. See that the practice with handwashing. Interesting. 
[Indiscernible -- low volume] people have been receiving access to employee assistance programs. I see 
a lot of breaks. I see ceremonies. Weekly email and video calls I've been trying to keep up online and 
meditation. Check in with each other. Thanks for a link to the Chronicle article Facebook library. We 
have been doing virtual coffee breaks one we are prohibited. Can't talk about work. Our breaks are for 
your family, looking at the flow but you cannot talk about work. That's confined. [Indiscernible -- low 
volume] videos. That's a good idea. I am [Indiscernible] because I'm a people person. In Puerto Rico 
[Indiscernible]. This is extremely hard on many people. [Indiscernible -- low volume] I have walked out of 
my house and we had to move. We happen to be living across the street. I've been known to walk out of 
my house across the street and have a chat. There en garde with no faculty. I see. Were taking this in 
stride. I see a link to Berkeley's greater good center. I see being furloughed. That's not good. We all have 
gardening. Jenny, is this your personal daily checklist that you created and if so, share with us. Eating too 
many sweets. I've been watching videos. 

 
I believe will would like to contribute.  

 
Go ahead. 

 
Thank you. One of the biggest struggles I found is that by having to work from home my kitchen has 
become my office. I don't have a huge place I live in. Normally in my days of going to the office 
whenever I was done with work I could separate myself from my work because I would walk home. 
That's the biggest struggle I find. When I leave work I go to feed over and amount my couch. One of 
things I found that's help and help me separate that is I use my work laptop an additional monitor. Every 
day soon as I'm done work I take apart my monitor and take down my keyboard and I put them away for 
the evening so I can create that distance between work and home. That's help me cope with not having 
to work and live in the exact same place. 

 
Thank you. I like that. I've been doing a different way but it works for me. I'm curious to know how other 
people set that boundary between work and home. My office space happens to me a living room wall 
explain dining room table. Similar situation. What I've been doing is I get up every morning and act as 
though I'm going to work. When I'm finished with work I go put on my comfy slippers. And that tells my 



mind quitting for the day. If anybody else has some the things that I see people chatting. Looking. 
Housework. I change our clothes. It's a work schedule. It appears we have other people doing similar 
things to separate the reports space. I'm curious to do a few more minutes. Those of you who are 
parents who are trying to deal with -- this has nothing to do with government documents. It's personal 
curiosity question. Those who parent children that are at the house also [Indiscernible -- low volume] I 
homeschooled one of our sons. For several years. My son and daughter in law are both [Indiscernible] 
education. She's on maternity leave. And they're going to the hospital. They also have a five-year-old. 
They're going crazy. Are only young colleague has four young children under the age of seven. Xuzhou to 
work and teach children. To the children in kindergarten and second grade. I'm curious to hear from any 
of you who have a parent. You not just balancing the work, you're trying to balance work and home 
situation. I'd be curious to hear from the group higher handling that. [Indiscernible -- low volume] 
burning the candle at both ends. [Indiscernible -- low volume] I see a link. I can't get the truck question. 
But it's in the question. Okay. Anyone's hand up? 

 
Not this time. I think we probably need to move on to the next one.  

 
Let's move on. 

 
Take it away, Cindy. 

 
I'm here. I'm not sure what I'm seeing on my screen. This last question is about GPO and how we can 
hope you through this crisis. Our know how we can help you. We've already suspended shipments and 
claims. With extended times on exchange. We learn from [Name Indiscernible] today about the 
coronavirus and COVID-19. What else can GPO do to help you? Is there anything you can think of that 
we can help you do your work and get through this most a normal time of trying to do our job and 
keeping America informed? 

 
Cindy, I seem to be having Internet connectivity issues with WebEx. Is everyone seen the appropriate 
slide? 

 
I'm not. 

 
I'm seen with my aging face on it. 

 
There we go. That's just on my machine. A minute show up. 

 
I reclaim the host role. 

 
Please do so. As you continue to provide access to and services for government information under 
unprecedented circumstances what else can GPO do. 

 
Social media. Thank you Jenny. They have helped. These are flying through. More information in 
Spanish. Keep sharing GPO Facebook. Shot out to the F DLP Academy. GDP records with trust link. Yes to 
webinars. And more shorter instructional videos that I can share with my students. Info.gov up to date. 
They are keeping that up-to-date. Number systems are down. Every things going well. Appreciating the F 
DLP guide collections all the more right now. Perhaps regular short meetings like this one. Thank you. Of 
info is great. More feature articles would be great in this uncertain time. Done a great job keeping us 
informed in our shipments. Thank you Claudia. Marketers so that F deal T Academy. Content related to 



current government programs is particularly useful right now. Looks like a webinar topic there. Release 
programs particularly. Thank you Arlene. New government documents. Can we apply to F DLP Academy 
right now? No application necessary. Go to F DLP.gov and under about there's an Academy link and 
everything is right there for you to follow. If you haven't signed up for the news alerts you can do that 
and make sure you get all the announcements and we schedule a new webinar. Possible to get coding 
for embedded search boxes. Or live guides to search the CDP. We can search the CDP on FDLP.gov. 
Sound like something we don't do. Speaking as a technical person. Referring to the certificate program. 
Someone can help me out when the next one of those will be. To we now.  

 
I can address that. We had the first ever summer corner certificate program. That didn't launched for 
obvious reasons. Will get the fall or figuring out what will work best for libraries given people have 
extremely unusual situations. You figure out if we can schedule something for the for not. When is 
another new correlator. Would love to have it offered soon. A tip for accessing the FDLP Academy seems 
to work best using Firefox. Okay.  

 
I can address that if you have time. It's not so much the GPO video recording stuff like that on outbound 
servers what we suspect is your inbound servers are being throttled because the high demand. With a 
couple people report will start recording on economy it suddenly stops. We apologize. We're pretty sure 
there are issues going on with Ben with. Talk with your IP if you the problem and hopefully they can 
solve it for you. 

 
Jennifer is suggesting podcasting the GPO director for other staff. The GPO director to do a video. And 
it's on the GPO Facebook page. Trying to get a link out to that. Those promotional materials from Troy I 
worry I may have more selective drop now that we can have GPO on the go. 

 
Thank you. Had to help supporting selective that may be struggling. That's a good idea. 

 
I want to no one FDLP exchange review date will be back. For the COVID-19 again. 

 
All of our timelines are pretty iffy at this point. Thank you. Hundred and 80 days reviewed. Education 
related sources of the government and agencies has reduced. Thanks Lori. They're looking at phased 
reopening. The GPO shipments should look at this approach. Thank you. Lisa, we extend the F DLP 
exchange review period 280 days for regionals and 90 days for selective. If you reopen you can change 
those. 

 
Thank you. 

 
We gave out some her pocket institutions in 2009 team. Which more three free copies were available. 
Abby's is the GPO collection development is actively reviewing FDLP exchange with our office posted. 
Thank you for that. That's part of our returning to work plan. Maybe a pocket constitution app. Thank 
you Lucy for that suggestion. Melissa is pointing out we have a hot topic live guide for K-12. 

 
[Indiscernible -- multiple speakers] 

 
Looks like Mary has her hand up. 

 
Okay. Mary, can you speak? A just about at that time where we need to move on. It's 445 now. We 
should be heading in to the wrapup session. Thank you all so much for your comments. And for speaking 



out and letting us know what's going on. I hope that even just sharing what you have with us has helped 
you in some way today. If you have any questions or comments U.S. and later you can send email to 
Mary, Alicia or to me at GPO. If you would put deal see open form follow-up in the subject line of your 
email. 

 
In the world of irony it looks like Mary has been booted out of the room and it looks like she's trying to 
come back in. 

 
Hello Mary, can you hear us? 

 
What she's getting back and I can do my quick thank you remark's we can pass it back to Mary. 

 
Once again, this is Lori Hall. From GPO. We are getting ready to close out the session today. Think it's 
been very successful with minimal technical glitches. We expected some those. It's a learning experience 
for us. Thank everyone for attending. Lots of interesting feedback. Lots of good information we want to 
go back and check the chat. There was good creative things you're doing to deal with in the situation in 
these times. Will make sure we have all your comments. And also we can share with the rest of the 
community and just a reminder that this is can be recorded. After the meeting at the end of the day or 
early tomorrow we will have the recording of as well is a survey going out please fill that out and give us 
your honest feedback. Also you see the new date for October 19 through 21st 2020. In Arlington. Will be 
able see you at that meeting. We are planning to be there for our fall meeting. I'm looking forward and 
hopefully will be able to see everyone in person. I do like many of you missing staff and our patrons and 
other coworkers in our Washington DC library groups and people from agencies we deal with on a 
regular basis in person. I'm hoping by the fall will be able to see many of you here at DC. That's my 
comment. I will log off and wait for Mary to log back in and I will pass it over if she's available. I also 
want to remind everyone thanks to Kelly, Corey, and Ashley for trying to keep technology going. I really 
appreciate it. I know the rest the community does two. I'm signing off and letting Mary come in and 
chat. 

 
Mary just emailed. She cannot connect again. Alicia do you have any last words or is there anything else 
that we were going to cover in that last 15 minutes?  

 
I can only say thank you to everyone on GPO for putting on this work. So many great GPO stuff in the 
background putting this all together thanks to all counsel for the working group reports, participation 
and helping plan and thanks everyone for attending the meeting. Was great to see so much participation 
in the open form. It's awesome to see your enthusiasm these questions and want to connect with each 
other in this community. It's awesome. Mary and her remarks and taking a look at other things she 
wanted to say. Council will review any comments or suggestions we've heard today or we found the 
chat and the actions taken during this meeting the Council will make presentations at a later date. Keep 
an eye out for those. They should come out via email and put up on the website. I think that's it. Thank 
you everyone for joining us today. Feel free to email Mary as the current chair. Feel free to email me as 
the incoming chair or anything you'd like to see us follow up with. We would love to hear about that. 
Thank you everyone. 

 
Cindy, we officially adjourn the meeting, is that correct?  

 
That's correct. We are officially adjourned. Hope to see you all in October. 

 



Goodbye everyone. 

 
Good job folks. 

 
[Event concluded] 


